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Introduction:

On December 7, 1941, the nation was stunned when the Japanese attacked at Pearl
Harbor. More than 300,000 men and women from Tennessee would go on to serve in the armed forces,
and Tennessee would become home to many military training facilities, prisoner of war camps, and manufacturing plants for war-time materials and production. In addition to the support provided by Tennessee to our nations armed forces, the Volunteer State also lived up to its name in its action on the Homefront . From scrap drives and war bonds to rationing and victory gardens, Tennesseans sacrificed,
saved, and served. The activities that follow will walk participants through daily life on the Homefront
during WWII, in the hopes of providing them with varying perspectives, as well as a greater understanding of the sacrifices made by the greatest generation.

Guiding Question(s):





What changes occurred on the Homefront in Tennessee following the attack on Pearl Harbor?
What sacrifices were citizens in Tennessee and other states forced to make during the war?
How did life change for women across Tennessee and the nation during the war?
What role did propaganda play on the Homefront during the war?

Learning Objectives: The goal of this series of activities and lessons is to provide students with
varying perspectives of what life was like on the Homefront in Tennessee during WWII. Over the course
of these activities, students will learn about the changes that occurred because of the war and the sacrifices Tennessean’s made for the good of their country and troops, all while exploring, interpreting, and
analyzing primary and secondary sources.

Time Needed: 8, 45 minute class periods.

Curriculum Standards:
Social Studies Content Standards:
5.56- With supporting facts and details, provide reasons for rationing, victory gardens,
the design of The Rosie the Riveter ideal (Avco jobs for Tennessee women) and
the Women Airforce Service Pilots-Cornelia Fort. (C,E,H,TN)

Tennessee State English Standards for Informational Text:
Key Ideas and Details
1. Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
2. Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
3. Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts
in a historical, scientific, or technical text based on specific information in the text.
6. Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting important similarities and differences in
the point of view they represent.
9. Integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject
knowledgeably.

Materials Needed:
















World War II” , Written By: Patricia Brake, The Tennessee Encyclopedia of History and Culture
Cornelia Fort”, Written By: Rob Simbeck, The Tennessee Encyclopedia of History and Culture
“Women in World War II”, Written By: Dr. Kristine M. McCusker, Humanities Tennessee
Roosevelt’s Fireside Chat 21: On Sacrifice (April 28, 1942) Recording and Transcript
Sample Ration Book
Set of Propaganda Posters (Laminated, Color Prints)
Lily's Victory Garden (Tales of Young Americans) Written By: Helen L. Wilbur
Vocabulary Handouts
Propaganda Gallery Walk Handouts
Victory Garden Handout
Essay submitted by Katherine R. Barnes (Mrs. Melville) regarding her experiences on the home front
in Tennessee during World War II (Excerpts of this will be used throughout these lessons and activities to give the Tennessee perspective.)
Markers
Construction Paper
Rulers

Background:
“World War II” , Written By: Patricia Brake, The Tennessee Encyclopedia of History and Culture

Lesson Activities:
Day 1: Building Background
Introduction/Hook: Complete a KWL chart on Life in Tennessee or on the Homefront across the
United States during WWII
K- What do students know?
W- What do students want to know?
L- What have students learned? (This section to be completed following the series of lessons/
activities)
Close Read of “World War II”
Text: “World War II” , Written By: Patricia Brake, The Tennessee Encyclopedia of History and Culture
As a whole group, read the informational text from the Tennessee Encyclopedia of History and Culture titled, “World War II.” This piece would make for an excellent close read and should help to provide background information for the lessons to come. Through the reading, seek to answer the following:




What roles did Tennessean’s play in the war effort during WWII?
How did Tennessee change from the time prior to the war to the time following the war?
What information can we already add to the “L” in our KWL chart?

Day 2: Vocabulary
Introduce Vocabulary Handout to Students. Students will complete this handout as they rotate through
their stations and activities each day. It is recommended that they complete this as a closure to each day’s
activities. The teacher can model one term covered in day one and have students locate another term covered in day one that they can complete on the handout.

Day 3- Propaganda on the Homefront
Propaganda Posters Activity - Propaganda Posters/Handouts Needed Printed in Color
Assuming a detective role, students will analyze and interpret propaganda posters directed toward the
Homefront during WWII. Students will work with a small group to rotate through a gallery walk activity
(spending about 5 minutes per poster), giving each group the opportunity to analyze each propaganda
poster and discuss it with their group. Each group will need a clipboard with the Propaganda Analysis
Graphic Organizer and a pencil. Following their gallery walk, students will be asked to individually write
on the following prompt:
Prompt: In a brief essay, explain the importance of propaganda during the war and its effect on the outcome of the war. Be sure to reference and cite examples from our gallery walk in your response.

Day 4: Understanding Sacrifice
Analysis of Speech - Roosevelt’s Fireside Chat 21: On Sacrifice
In this activity, students will analyze President Roosevelt’s Fireside Chat #21.
Analyze the following speech: http://millercenter.org/president/fdroosevelt/speeches/speech-3327
The speech recording can be found on the provided web link. Start Time on Recording: 23 min and 24 seconds Stop Time on Recording: 12 min and 30 seconds
While listening to the speech, students will consider the following questions and write their thoughts and
answers to the questions on the following page.

Days 5 and 6- Rationing
Day 5 will begin with students revisiting a familiar propaganda poster from their gallery walk…

Poster link—http://cdm15138.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/singleitem/collection/p15138coll18/id/272/
rec/14
The teacher will ask students to talk about the following with a partner:




What is the message of the poster?
What do you think it means to ration?
Why do you think rationing was necessary during the war?

After some think time, the teacher will engage students in a whole class discussion of these questions.
Then, the teacher will show the following video clip to students to add clarification and meaning to the
discussion.
Rationing Video: http://tn.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/f8a74f29-d299-4d96-be73-

e117d5313fea/rationing-during-world-war-ii-world-war-ii-stories/

Next, the teacher will show students a sample ration book provided in the trunk, helping students identify
different key components of a ration book and talking through how the ration book was used by the consumer. Following this, the teacher will display the following list of rationed items during the war to discuss
with students why each item was rationed.


Sugar



Coffee



Meats



Canned Goods



Cheese



Fats



Tires



Typewriters



Cars



Bicycles



Gasoline, Kerosene, and Other Oils



Shoes, Especially Rubber Shoes

Then, the teacher will introduce the following Ration Book Simulation Activity to Students:
Student Task: In a small group of 4, students will brainstorm a list of supplies that are essential to maintaining what they need throughout a typical school day. Next, they need to rank the order of supplies listed
from most needed to least needed. Have students place a star beside the 5 most needed supplies in a typical day. Then, as a whole group, discuss the supply lists each group has compiled and create one class list
of supplies that all can agree upon and decide as a class on the number of coupons each group will receive
per day per item. Finally, have each group create their own ration books using construction paper, rulers,
and markers.

Day 6- At the start of the day, have students pull out their ration books. Let students know that today, all
of their supplies are rationed and that in order to obtain the supplies they need for the day, they will have
to use their ration books and coupons. At the end of the day, discuss the following questions as a whole
group?







What coupons did you use most throughout the day? Did this surprise you? Why?
What coupons did you use the least throughout the day? Did this surprise you? Why?
What was the toughest part about your supplies being rationed today? Why?
Looking back at the list of goods that were rationed during WWII that we viewed yesterday, what
items on that list do you think would be the most difficult items for your family to have to ration today?
If the need to ration were to arise in today’s world, what items do you think would be added to or
changed on the list?

Day 7- Victory Gardens
Victory Garden Activity Station- Lily’s Victory Garden Children’s Book
Step 1: Ask students to discuss with a person near them what they know about Victory Garden’s from the
activities they have completed so far. Engage in a whole class discussion after giving students a few
minutes of think and paired discussion time. Add to the KWL chart from the beginning of this series of lessons.
Step 2: Project the following handout for all students to see, taking the time to discuss it and reading it together. http://www.nationalww2museum.org/learn/education/for-students/ww2-history/at-a-glance/
victory-garden-fact-sheet.pdf
Step 3: The teacher will read, Lily’s Victory Garden, by Helen L. Wilbur, stopping to discuss and ask some of
the following questions:









What do Lily and her brother collect every Saturday?
Based on the story, what kinds of plants are planted in Victory Gardens during WWII?
Why can’t the Bishop’s be disturbed?
What does Lily say is harder to do than the leaflet says?
Why does Lily run home in tears?
Create a Venn Diagram Chart comparing and contrasting Lily’s life with your own. What are some of
the similarities and differences?
What was the importance of Victory Gardens during WWII and how might the concept of them still be
applicable in today’s world?
Do we have any gardens today that serve the same purpose Victory Gardens did during WWII?

Step 4: In small groups, students will develop and write a business letter, proposing that a Victory Garden
be developed on school property. The letter/proposal should address the purpose of the garden, the pros
and cons of the garden, how, when, and where it will be developed, and should include examples of the
produce to be grown.

Day 8- Women during WWII
The teacher will begin with a close read of the following article, “Women in World War II”, Written By: Dr.
Kristine M. McCusker, Humanities Tennessee
http://humanitiestennessee.org/sites/humanitiestennessee.org/files/Women%20in%20World%
20War%20II-%20McCusker.pdf
As a whole group, students will work to answer the following questions:






How did women’s roles change/alter when the war began?
What roles did women play prior to the war?
What different roles did women play during WWII?
What difficulties do you think women faced in these roles?
What happened to these women after the war ended?

The teacher will provide students with the Primary Source Investigation Handout from the Library of Congress. Students will work in teams to complete the handout, rotating through each primary source provided. Once students have viewed all 3 sources, have them write a conclusion paragraph, discussing the importance of each role women played during the war and the impact they had on our winning the war.

Source 1:
Title: Women in the workforce during World War II
Description : Workers assembling P-38 Lightning fighters at the Vultee Aircraft Corporation factory.
Historical Note: During World War II over six million women took wartime jobs in factories or farms,
three million women volunteered with the Red Cross, and over 200,000 women served in the military. As
men were shipped overseas by the thousands, women had to take over jobs traditionally held by men, despite their lack of experience. Women took important jobs in such factories as the Vultee Aircraft Plant in
Nashville, where approximately one-third of the wartime employees were women. This plant built O-49
observation planes, A-35 Vengeance dive bombers, and P-38 Lightning fighters. Any woman who worked
in the factories was soon dubbed "Rosie the Riveter" after a popular cartoon figure.

Source #2
First, students will read the following secondary source to gain background knowledge on Cornelia Fort
and her Tennessee connection.
“Cornelia Fort”, Written By: Rob Simbeck, The Tennessee Encyclopedia of History and Culture
https://tennesseeencyclopedia.net/entry.php?rec=500
Then, students will view Source #2:
http://www.wingsacrossamerica.us/records_all/wasp_articles/twilight.pdf

Source #3

Title: Become a nurse: your country needs you
Description: This poster from World War II shows a nurse receiving her cap from Uncle Sam. The message "become a nurse, your country needs you" encourages Americans to consider nursing to support the
war effort. It instructs viewers to write the Nursing Information Bureau in New York.

Extended Assessment Activity:
As a concluding activity for all of the activities and lessons in this packet, students can write and illustrate
their own children’s book, depicting life on the home front in Tennessee during WWII. Students could do
this individually, or students could work to create their book in a group, with each student focusing on a
different aspect of the home front. If time permits, share the following personal history with students
about life on the Tennessee Homefront, prior to them creating their books.

http://cdm15138.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/compoundobject/collection/p15138coll18/id/672/
rec/2
Title: Essay submitted by Katherine R. Barnes (Mrs. Melville) regarding her experiences on the home
front in Tennessee during World War II
Description: As part of a Tennessee Historical Society project documenting and interpreting "Home Front
Tennessee: The World War II Experience", Mrs. Katherine R. Barnes of Nashville submitted this seven page
personal essay in response to a series of questions intended to explore an individual's experience here in
Tennessee during World War II. Mrs. Barnes writes about what was expected of Americans, the role of
women during the war, the availability of consumer goods, the rationing of food and gas, planting Victory
Gardens, and the likelihood of Nashville being in danger during the war. She relates a story about collegeeducated men being able to get commissions in their desired service and how many of her friends took
this option rather than taking a chance on the draft. Mrs. Barnes husband was called by the lottery in the
winter of 1944. He reported to Camp Forrest in Tullahoma and then was turned down because he
"weighed too little". She concludes by writing about President Franklin D. Roosevelt and their opposition
to him holding a third term and the surrender of Japan.

List of Primary Sources with Information Links
1. Use it up- wear it out- make it do!
2. Rationing means a fair share for all of us
3. How Farm Families Can Help Win the War
4.

Plant a victory garden

5. I'll carry mine too!: trucks and tires must last till victory
6. Can all you can: it's a real war job!
7. Save waste fats for explosives, take them to your meat dealer
8. Could this be you? Don't travel unless your trip helps win the war
9.

Women in the workforce during World War II

10. At the twilight's last gleaming
11. Become a nurse: your country needs you
12. Essay submitted by Katherine R. Barnes (Mrs. Melville) regarding her experiences on the homefront in
Tennessee during World War II

